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I Public agencies and independent authorities in France

General background

The French system of government is often seen from abroad as strongly centralised and
uniform : according to this view, in all local schools of France, pupils would have been taught
the same lesson of grammar or history at the same hour. This image is very outdated.

In fact the French public administrative organisation is a mix of centralisation, delegation and
devolution, where more and more activities are outside the field of central government, since
two processes are strongly developed, that we call “deconcentration”, which does not imply
any creation of autonomous entities and that we call “decentralisation” where independent
legal persons are created.

At the regional or local level, delegation, “deconcentration”, is more and more granted to
local branches of the state administration and devolution, “decentralisation territoriale”, has
been largely developed in favour of regional and local communities during the last twenty
years.

In the central government itself there is also a long-standing practice of using entities separate
from the hierarchical ministries for performing a large number of specialised tasks. Some
have their own legal personality, others not. Although they are mostly tailor made institutions
they can be put under three main categories of autonomous entities, each of them with
specific features. I will successively consider:

a) the devolution of power to “établissements publics”(EPs);

b) the transfer of responsibilities to “services à compétence nationale”(SCNs), services of
national scope;

c)  the creation for specific, mostly regulatory purposes, of ad hoc autonomous bodies, not
legally separate from the state, called “ autorités administratives indépendantes (AAIs). “

To start with, I would like to summarise in a few words the main features of the three
categories.

The EPs

This category of public bodies has been set up in our administrative legal system more than a
century ago and was largely built up by decisions and rulings of the administrative judge.

There are two subcategories of “établissements publics”: administrative ones (EPA), and
industrial and commercial ones (EPIC). I will only consider the administrative ones,
according to the scope of our discussion, which excludes public entities carrying out
commercial activities, although the distinction between them is in a certain way blurred since
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some “établissements publics” with a purely administrative remit have been created under the
status of an EPIC.

An EP is a public law entity, created by government decree for a specific purpose ( although a
parliamentary statute is required to create a category of EPs). It is autonomous from an
administrative and financial standpoint, with its proper governing bodies and budget. So it
provides functional “decentralisation” and not “deconcentration” as I could read in a PUMA
document.

An EP is a convenient administrative instrument for dealing with a specific activity. It makes
cost recovery easier, whereas the State’s budget does not allow revenue to be earmarked for
specific expenditures. It makes possible to adapt organisations and resources to a specific
task, while providing administrative flexibility.

There are now more than one thousand EPs depending on the central government.

The SCNs

SCNs were more recently created as an instrument for developing “deconcentration” for
activities which have to be exercised on a nation-wide scale, directly under the authority of
the central government, without being a proper task of a central administration. It is the case
for the civil service pension agency, which used to be a Directorate of the Finance Ministry. It
also applies to large support services or logistic services in order to increase their managerial
autonomy.

The AAIs

This third set of public bodies is very different from the first ones, as they usually have not
their own “legal personality”. If I refer to the background note circulated to the speakers, they
represent more than pure delegation but, at least for almost most of them, less than
devolution.

They are public bodies created by a statute voted by Parliament. But they do not properly
constitute a proper category of public entities defined by law1. Nevertheless they have some
common features. Their mission generally consists of the regulation of economic sectors
and/or the protection of civil and economic rights.

Most of them are not legal entities separate from the state, even if they are independent from
the government; some of them are part of another public legal entity, for example the banking
regulator, although autonomous in its decision making process, belongs to the Central Bank.
One and only one AAI is a legal entity by itself, the Conseil des marchés financiers, which
shares with the COB the task of regulating the financial market.

                                                          
1 The first authority to be created, without the name, was the Securities Commission (COB, Commission des
opérations de Bourse) in 1963, at that time the first Securities watchdog in Europe. The word “utorité
administrative indépendante” itself has been used by the legislator for the first time in 1968. It became
progressively a common designation for entities very different in their organisation, but having rather similar
missions in various fields of activity
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Their main organisational feature consists in being not subject to any hierarchic authority as
their governing body is independent from both the executive and the legislative. As financial
management and control is concerned they apply various rules with a common background

According to a recent survey  by the Conseil d’Etat, there are presently thirty four AAIs.

II Financial management and control

Emphasis will be put on four main points :

What is the budget process?

What are the core financial and administrative regulations ?

How far goes the contractualisation ?

How do work internal and external controls and audits  ?

a) Budget process

As a general principle  the State’s budget does not allow revenues to be earmarked for
specific expenditures.

SNCs have no budgetary autonomy, as they are directly placed under the authority of a
Minister or of the Head of a Directorate.

Each EP has its own budgeting process, but, as far as it is funded by the State, its budgetary
allowance is integrated in the overall budget process for the line Ministry it is dependent on.

AAIs are classified in two categories as far as their funding is concerned. Some of them
directly collect fees from the regulated persons (issuers on the Stock Market for the Securities
Commission…). Most of them are funded by a budgetary allowance included in the state
budget but usually discussed directly with the Finance Ministry.

Although budgets are more and more linked to targets, the main problem lies with the budget
structure, since it is a rather tight framework, with two sections, one for operations, the other
for capital expenditures, divided into Chapters and Articles.

The new organic law relating to public budgeting and accounting (updating principles stated
in the 1959 Ordinance ) should allow progress in the budgeting process with the development
of cost accounting. A first step has been taken last August with a new regulation applying
accrual accounting to administrative EPs.

Some AAIs have a looser budget structure, with global appropriations. Some others, as they
are funded by fees, have an autonomous budgeting process but they still have to abide by the
financial and administrative regulations.

b) Financial and administrative regulations
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The core principle of the French system is the separation between authorising officers and
"treasury accountants.” It applies to all three categories of agencies with some flexibility.

"Authorising officers” are responsible for the implementation of the budget. They commit
expenses and issue orders to pay, which are executed by the " treasury accountants ".

" Treasury accountants ", Comptables du Trésor, the term “accounting officer” having a
different meaning in English, are officials of the Finance Ministry. They are responsible for
the custody of funds and securities. They check the regularity of the payment orders with
regard to the budgetary and accounting rules ; they issue the payments and keep the books. In
a sense, they control the form and not the substance. If sometimes this sharing of
responsibility is seen as outdated, it could also be said that it is up to date, as it is a separation
of functions or of duties based on procedures and formal control.

The system leaves with the authorising officer the core of the responsibility. Indeed, if a
"comptable" refuses to make a payment2, the authorising officer has to take personal
responsibility for requisitioning payment, which seldom occurs, the conflict being usually
settled at a higher level.

The “comptable” has also a larger role as he is not only a cashier and an accountant, but also
may act as a  financial advisor to the management. In certain EPs, the “comptable” is even the
finance director, reporting to the head of the agency, which is an exception to the core
principle of separation described above.

c) Contractualisation

Contractualisation is a rather new process, since in a state with a strong centralisation culture
like France, there is a predominance in the relations with the central administration of
procedures based on a legal and regulatory framework.

Nevertheless there is a substantial development of contractual agreements with a rather large
diversity of practices among the Ministries. Generally emphasis had been primarily put on
medium term strategic goal and effectiveness of public policy, more than on activity based
costing.

d) Internal and external control and audit

Internal controls :

The larger agencies have their own internal audit division performing internal controls.

Within most other agencies, there are no systematic internal audit service independent from
the hierarchical line. This may be seen as archaic but can be in a large part explained by the
fact that financial and accounting controls,  which are very tight, are seen as being a matter for

                                                          
2 In this capacity, according to a long tradition, the Treasury accountant is by law personally and financially
responsible in case of breech of these procedures.
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the Ministry of Finance. The consequence of this was that traditional agency managers felt
not enough responsibility for them. But this behaviour is presently changing.

Progress of contractualisation is dramatically transforming the managerial approach in larger
EPs and performance indicators are more and more used as a basis for internal controls.

External controls and audits

There are three layers of control

The financial controller (contrôleur financier) is the representative of the Ministry of Finance,
more exactly from the Budget Directorate in the agency ; he attends the Board of Directors
without voting rights, i.e. in a consultative capacity. He performs mostly ex ante controls of
the regularity and ensure that directives from the Budget Directorate are complied with. Most
AAIs are exempted by law from this ex ante financial control.

In all Ministries there is an Inspectorate with jurisdiction on EPs and SNCs, not on AAIs, as
they are independent from the Ministries. The General Finance Inspectorate is also competent
for controlling agencies depending on all departments and has very wide powers of inquiry.

The proper external audit is performed by the Supreme Audit Institution. The Cour des
Comptes has the capacity to audit the accounts and the management of EP and AAI in the
same conditions that any other governmental organisation. For some AAIs, there is also a
statutory provision stating that the  entity has to be controlled by the Cour.

It belongs to the core of the traditional task of the Cour des Comptes to scrutinise the accounts
of the “treasury accountants” and to issue a discharge for their accounts. The Cour performs
regulatory audit, which is clearly not sufficient, and is in charge of auditing financial
management and  performance of autonomous agencies.

In order to scrutinise the management of very specialised entities, beside general audit skills,
more specific ones are needed. The Cour des Comptes hires civil servants from various
Ministries as “rapporteurs”, for a limited time, usually 2 to 4 years. It also hires for short
missions and with specific terms of reference specialists, like an actuary for helping
controlling pension funds, or experts, like a physician with a scientific background for the
audit of an EP in charge of medical research. These experts, which should not be in a position
of conflict of interest with other responsibilities, produce an independent advice.

Transparency is also of the essence in the mission of the external audit. The warnings given to
administrative authorities responsible for the agencies and the public release of the most
important findings in the publics reports should play a preventive role.

III Topics to be discussed

As a former chief executive officer of an independent regulatory authority being nowadays a
senior auditor in the French Supreme Audit Institution, presently in charge of controlling or
supervising the control of other independent authorities, I am a poacher turned gamekeeper.
And I have tried to express personal views. In order to conclude in the same vein, I would like
to propose to you some topics for our discussion.
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Ensuring both more financial autonomy and integration in the overall state budget
process

As we know in France from the experience of the period after WW II, there is a great
temptation for a government to hide public expenses under autonomous entities. A similar
situation did exist in the first years of transition in several Central and Eastern Europe
countries. Integration in the overall state budget is of the essence in a sound budgetary policy.

I just put aside the regulatory bodies funded by fees they collect, which is a rather exceptional
case, where two rules should apply, the level of the fees should be decided by law ; it should
by proportional to the cost of the regulatory task.

Applying the strict rule of “universalité budgétaire”, as necessary as it is, should not reduce
the budgetary autonomy needed for a better financial management. Condition for this is a
better budget framework based on better management tools, medium term programmes and
cost accounting, in order not to play a liar’s poker game with the parent administration
and(or) the Ministry of Finance but to build a fair budgeting process.

This is not so easy and brings me to the next item.

Ensuring a balance between performance based and rule based management and
controls

In France rule based management and controls were and are still prevailing. Until the recent
years most of the new management tools have been dedicated to strategic planning and policy
evaluation. Balance is now shifted towards more management flexibility based on activity
costing and contract based agreements.

May I dare to say that in Central and Eastern European transition countries, balance could
probably be shifted in the opposite side? In those countries, government weakness has been
understandably welcomed, as the sign of freedom, after the end of the command structures of
the communist era. A stronger state power should now establish a more coherent framework
for the organisation of delegation and devolution.

Contractualisation, as useful as it, has to be in its proper place, as an effective management
tool, not as a substitute for an adequate organisation of the state.

Improving governance at all levels of management, as a matter of practice

With larger responsibilities given to agency management, a key feature for good
administrative and financial practices, will clearly consists in good governance to be applied
at all levels of the agency. This is in fact not so easy to be achieved, as environment, potential
and constraints vary according to country, places, activities etc.. Governance of an
independent body needs rules and techniques but is also a matter of practice by trial and error
and also of dedication.

Organisation of governing bodies and appointments by Parliament or Government need
careful attention. Rules and political cultures may vary but politicking is never a condition of
success when reform is at stake.
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In the agencies themselves, personnel management has to be a priority, as quality of the staff
is of paramount importance. Hiring staff with specialised competence and keeping them
aboard is a basic condition of efficiency. Rules of ethics should be defined, agreed on and
applied, knowing that the case for petty corruption has first of all to be addressed by a sound
organisation of procedures. Team spirit and  enterprise culture have to be developed.

Another concern for the good governance of an independent agencies, specially regulatory
authorities, is the risk of being “captured” by vested interests. I am using the word “capture”
in a rather large meaning, not corruption -that is another subject-  but all kinds of influence.
Keeping his distance is not easy, for example, in the daily life of a regulator. He has to listen
to the operators he regulates but not to be influenced by them in his decision process. He has
also to listen to other stakeholders. Furthermore he has also to work in a situation of
asymmetrical information, where he has to build his own expertise with limited means. It is a
challenge that no rule can help to face.

+ +

+

On the whole, the motto could be that the development of independent bodies within the state
is an inescapable and highly desirable evolution, but the more independent they are, the more
the rule of the game they have to apply has to be clear and effective.

Concerning management and control, more independence means more responsibility and
more responsibility means more accountability.

But the rules of the game may be different just as well as economic development and, above
all, legal culture and institutional traditions are different. So agencies are not in search of
principles. They are in search of methods and tools and in search of leadership. And this is
quite an important and exciting task both for agencies and ministries.


